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University Center—"Living Room of USD"
by Sharon Stegmuller
"The University Center was designed to
be the 'living room of the campus,' a place
where undergraduate students, graduate
students, faculty, and staff would feel com
fortable," said Dr. Thomas Cosgrove,
director of the University Center.
Monday, December 15, from 11 a.m. to
3 p.m. students and faculty will get the op
portunity to decide for themselves if they
think the center really will be the "living
room of the campus." The Office of Stu
dent Affairs will be hosting a "sneak
preview" of the $10 million building that
will officially open for the spring semester.
This sneak preview will give the USD
community the opportunity to see the
building and become familiar with the
areas that they will be using the most.
Christmas snacks will be provided on
Monday.
College Unions are traditionally infor
mal buildings. In trying to keep with this
theme, Roy Drew, of Mosher, Drew, Wat
son, and Ferguson, the architect for the
building, was given the challenge of
designing a building that incorporated the
largely formal style of Spanish
Renaissance architecture to keep the con
tinuity of the other buildings on campus,
and yet also be informal in nature.
Although actually two stories, from
Marian Way the center appears to be one
story, thus making it appear less formal in
nature. Drew incorporated a red-tiled
roof, a common feature in Spanish homes,
that gives the building a less formal nature
as well.
The sneak preview will also give the
students and faculty familiarity with the
floor plan and locations of various
rooms and offices of the center. The

lounges, game room, dining areas and the
various student and administrative offices
in the center are easily accessible, but said
John Trifiletti, director of special events
for the new building, "This orientation to
the building will help everyone get a head
start and a feel for where things are
located in the large 75,000 foot building."
The primary area of the center to be
highlighted during the reception will be
The Forum, the main entrance area of the
building just off the foyer. The Forum can
be used to accomodate up to 500 people in
auditorium seating. Banquets will also be
held here. In addition to the professional
sound and lighting in this area, you will
also find a grand piano.
The Main Dining Room adjoins the
Forum and can be used for formal dinners
and dances in addition to normal dining
service seating. The floor is elaborately
done in hardwood in a handlaid herr
ingbone style. The Dining Deck, outside,
but adjoining the Main Dining Room,
commands an excellent view of Mission
Bay.
The Marketplace can also be found on
the main floor of the building. It will seat
150 inside and the same number outside.
Both cash and mealcards will be accepted
here.
Three areas are especially unique to the
center that have not been found on cam
pus to this date: student organizations of
fices, AS directors and programmers of
fices, and a graduate student associations
office. Each of these three areas will have
individual work spaces.
Therese Whitcomb, the interior
designer for the building, in accordance
with the "living room theme" has used
soft residential colors to give the interior a

The new and elaborate kitchen facilities will be able to provide the
students with a variety of food options never before offered.

comfortable feel.
The new Dining Service food options
will be one of the most attractive aspects
of the center. The new options include:
The Deli—similar in nature to the cur
rent Serra Hall Snack Bar; The Bakery—
a professional baker will demonstrate his
talents here; The Creamery—destined to
offer Swensen's ice cream; The Grillefeaturing pizza and hamburgers. Night
time entertainment will showcase here
regularly. A Mini-Mart can also be found
on the main floor.
Commented John Trifiletti, "The sneak
preview on Monday will finally give the
students and faculty a glimpse of 'the liv
ing room' on campus."

The arches in the main dining room
allow for a comfortable eating at
mosphere.

Downstairs in the new center will be a large music listening lounge equip
ped with headsets.

The Grille, also found in the bottom level of the $10 million building, will
be the primary location for on-campus nighttime entertainment.
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Illusions Or Reality: It's Curious Which We Choose
by Chris Toward
There are many curious aspects to
life. For instance, when my German
Shepherd Buckley catches a bird, he
only eats the left wing.
Another of life's more serious
curiosities is the hesitance of some to
see and call things as they are. When
Ronald Reagan calls the Soviet Union
the "evil empire" or promises to bury
Marxism-Leninism in the "ash heap
of history," people like Paul Newman
and Jane Fonda gnash their teeth. In
their eyes, such terminology is a
breach of good manners and is just
plain unfriendly. Rather interesting
considering . . .
The United Nations recently releas
ed a report detailing human rights
violations in Afghanistan. It was con
ducted by Austrian Felix Ermacora,
who has done similar works on Chile
and Israel for the UN, both of which
were praised by the Soviet Union. Er
macora found that human rights
violations were commonplace in
Afghanistan and, not astonishingly,
were usually committed by Soviet
soldiers. Apparently, the Red Army
enjoys dropping explosive toys to
maim children and if that doesn't
work they have been known to kick
children to death (according to Er
macora). Suddenly the Soviets find
Ermacora "unqualified" to report on
the Afghanistan war that has cost one

million lives, 12,000 this year (accord
ing to Helsinki Watch) and has forced
one-third of the Afghan population
to emigrate. Apparently the Soviets
are attempting to eliminate an entire
population (a practice called
genocide)—something to which even
Chile's Augusto Pinochet does not
aspire.
The journey of curiosity continues
with the work of the University of
Hawaii's R.J. Rummel printed in the
November issue of Religion and Society
Report. According to Rummel, wars in
the 20th Century have killed more
than 37.4 million people and 119.4
million have died at the hands of their
own governments. Of these 119.4
million, Communist governments are
responsible for 95.2 million deaths;
non-democratic governments for 23.4
million; and democracies for 0.8
million (counting Eastern Europeans
who were returned home by the West
and subsequently killed by the Red
Army and associates). Of course, we
must not call the Soviet Union the
"evil empire" for fear they might not
talk to us.
At the "end" of the Holocaust there
were cries of "never again"—and what
hollow words they were. Apparently,
holocausts never ended; they merely
found new agents and new victims.
Consider Southeast Asia after
American forces withdrew from Viet
nam.

Fall of the Great Miscommunicator
by Kevin Rapp
Somehow we knew it couldn't last.
When Reagan was elected some six years
ago we knew he lacked some fundamental
Presidential qualities. His administration
was not stacked with the "Best and the
Brightest," there were no Kissinger's or
McNamera's to be found. He didn't have
the pervasive intelligence of Roosevelt,
nor the political or family background of
Kennedy, and he wasn't exactly Nixon
when it came to foreign policy. But we still
believed. Even his most ardent supporters
became uneasy when he surrounded
himself with the "legal brillance" of Ed
Meese, the "congeniality" of Don Reagan,
and the "strength" of George Shultz.
Despite these shortcomings things began
to change rapidly. The lack of patriotism
that America experienced in the late 70's
quickly diminished. Americans were once
again proud and with good reason. We re
tained our strength in foreign affairs. We
stood firm in the face of terrorism and ad
ministered America's own form of interna
tional justice toward Libya. We swept the
Olympics and faced the challenger crisis
with American strength and sensitivity.
We were all proud to be Americans.
In 1984 we went to the polls to again
crown Reagan king. We were a new
generation of flag waving conformists in
polo shirts, myself included. My genera
tion was on the road to important jobs,
„ small mortgages, expensive cars, and
careers. At the time Reagan was 73 years
old, but he was speaking for us and to us.
For some of us it was our first presidential
vote and we casted proudly.
My inner fears became realized on
November 18th when I waited for a confi

dent Reagan to put the Iran-Arms issue to
rest. Those words of reassurance never
came. Instead we witnessed an unprepared
President issue forth contradictions and
muddled inconsistencies. As the fiasco
unravels we become increasingly aware
that we no longer wanted someone to act
like a President but someone to be the
president.
The arms for Iran turned into cash for
the Contras and we realized something
clearly was amiss. Shades of Watergate
entered the picture. Resignations became
commonplace. And we now face a crippl
ed presidency. The press, democrats, and
a good part of the American people have
thrown jurisprudence out the window and
are ready to convict and sentence Reagan
and administration without considering
all the facts. Should we not afford our
President the same procedural due process
that every other American is entitled to?
As the Iran-contra fiasco unfolds some
find it increasingly difficult to support our
President. However, we should never find
it difficult to support democracy at any
cost. It may be difficult to favor Reagan
right or wrong, but I refuse to be fair
weather American. The best we can hope
for is to put this entanglement, behind us,
restore credibility to our government,
and catch a "falling flag."
Even in the wake of national crisis and
embarrassment we should keep the un
faltering American spirit that has allowed
us to endure far worst times. We most
assuredly should heed the words of a
former President whose term ended
abruptly due to a different sort of crisis
"we have come too far, sacrificed too
much, to disdain the future now."

Of Cambodia's seven million peo
ple, two million were slaughtered by
the Communist regime of Pol Pot, yet
this is rarely called a holocaust. Those
who swore they would "never forget"
Hitler's Holocaust never remembered
these people. Now there are those
who whimper "no more Vietnams,"
obviously forgetting the many lives
American victory may have saved.
We are proud of what we did in
World War II, and we should duly be
ashamed of what we did not do in
Vietnam.
Vietnam has given us a legacy. It is
a legacy that causes us to shy away
from the murderous forces of Com
munism for fear that we might have
to fight. We have begun to create illu
sions—the illusion that freedom will
prevail without defense, and the illu
sion that if we close our eyes long

enough the Soviet Union will change
it's ways. These are attitudes that
Marx may have called "opiates of the
people" because they distract us from
reality and replace it with wishful
thinking.
Earlier this year there was a popular
song by Sting that typified these at
titudes with cuddly notions like "I
hope the Russians love their children
too." The Russians undoubtedly do
love their children, but they may not
love our children and they certainly
don't love Afghanistan's children.
But maybe if we wish real hard and
believe in Tinkerbell, then they'll be
good. Then again, maybe our dream
will be interrupted by reality's
beckoning.
We must learn to see the Soviet
Union for what it is, not what we
want it to be.

In Life, We Must Judge
by Peter Andrade
"Why should we be in such
desperate haste to succeed, and in
such desperate enterprises? If a man
does not keep pace with is compan
ions, perhaps it is because he hears a
different drummer. Let him step to
the music which he hears, however
measured or far away."
from WALDEN by Henry David
Thoreau
It is a generally accepted principle
that all men have the right to be dif
ferent, i.e., think and act different
from the norm or average (who ever
wanted to be average anyway?). If
there is a right, then there is a cor
responding obligation to honor that
right. Therefore, if all men have the
right to be different, then all men
have the obligation to allow others to
be different.
It seems that there are two ways in
which one can infringe on someone
else's right to be different. First, one
can psysically restrain one from doing
those things that he wishes to do that
are different. Second, one can make a
negative judgement about another
person's behavior or beliefs. I think
that most people would agree, that
one should not physically stop some
one from doing what they want as
long as no harm is coming from it,
and that one should not judge
another person, nor his actions. I
have heard many people proudly
boast that they never judge another
person. I am not sure that this is so
good.
Man, as the only rational animal,
has the exclusive opportunity to
evaluate his world and everything in
it. Do we not evaluate the relative
merits of almost everything that ex
ists? Why should people escape this
evaluation? Most things in the world
have no control over how they appear
or behave. Man on the other hand
has total control over his behavior.
So, if we judge a man and his actions,
and they do not measure up to a stan
dard, then it is the fault of the man
not the judge.

It is not wrong to evaluate others. If
we did not judge each other we would
not have a sense of right and wrong,
good and evil. We are all responsible
for our actions. If no one judged what
we did, there would be a moral "free
for all." There are even people that
judge as a living, namely judges.
There are also others that judge and
tell us how to evaluate many things.
They are critics. In a way we all
should be judges and critics.
One might argue against me that it
is obvious that we should make moral
judgements about the actions of
others, however, one should not
judge the way others speak, dress, or
what kind of car they drive, etc. On
the contrary, how does one know the
difference between something that is
good or bad without making some
kind of judgement. How do we know
that one person dresses better than
another, how do we know that one
car is better than another, how do we
know that one is a better speaker
than another? It is because we judge
one to be better than another. There
is no other reason.
I have also heard the argument that
one should not judge others because
that leaves one open to be judged.
Why is this such a terrible thing? Are
we that afraid to be judged? I think
that it is good that we are open to be
judged. This a check on our actions
and attitudes. I cannot think of a bet
ter reason to modify someone's
behavior than to tell them that they
are being watched and judged.
In short, it is wonderful that we all
have the right to be different. We
should all honor this right. Yet, we
should evaluate others as a way to
establish what is right and wrong,
good and evil. Lastly, judging and be
ing judged go hand in hand. One can
not have one without the other. I
think that Thoreau was right. We
should let our companion step to the
music that he hears. However, our
companion cannot expect us not to
evaluate his decision.
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The Last 60 Seconds
by Tim Durnin

I have often wondered what I would
write about in my last column for the
Vista. I had always imagined that it
would be somewhat of a blood-bath
as I raised my sword for the last time,
crushing my adversaries and ripping
apart all those that had crossed me.
But my adversaries have faded, hav
ing become little more than an
noyances and I realize that I have
done my share of "crossing."
Thus, in deciding not to write what
was sure to have been a colorful essay,
I am reduced to writing about some
banal aspect of USD life. Several
topics come to mind but none seem so
compelling or appropriate as educa
tion. More specifically, there seems to
be a growing dissatisfaction with stu
dent apathy and, along with that, a
rush to lay the blame.
From the faculty the most often
heard complaint is that students are
not interested in the course work.

Professors constantly bitch about
their students' disinterest yet they
continue the same practices of talking
at students and not with them, seem
ingly more interested in keeping with
the syllabus than in education.
Students want to understand material
not simply regurgitate facts and
deliver rehearsed lines on cue. The
professors who have taken the time to
ensure understanding have shown me
what education really is and I have
cherished my time with them. Still,
lessons remain to be learned by many
of the professors at this institution,
the least of which isn't that they share
the responsibility of opening students
up to the subject matter and for pro
viding at least a minimal enthusiasm
for the wonder of education.
Students, on the other hand, have
failed on most every count in deman
ding a quality education. Time and
time again students rush through
class evaluations not caring enough to

comment or to offer any valuable
criticism. Class participation is the ex
ception and often those who do par
ticipate are chastized for lengthening
class or for drawing the professors' at
tention to that part of the classroom.
We have become cattle, passively tak
ing notes, oblivious to what is really
being said. If a professor is not inspir
ing passion in an area of study, it
becomes our responsibility'to do so.
Education is a great deal more than
simply going through the motions. We
must show a renewed commitment to
the ideals it provides.
I know that these things are possi
ble. I have relished in the moments of
enlightenment provided by the
faculties of the Religious Studies and
Philosophy Departments. I have
struggled with fellow students and
benefitted immeasurably from that in
teraction. But I also know that educa
tion has become all too routine and
uninteresting.

Maybe it is because we don't realize
the luxury in all of this. I know that I
have done nothing to deserve the
time I have spent here. I am not a
brilliant scholar nor did I exert an un
due amount of effort in receiving my
diploma (with the possible exception
of Spanish). But I have been able to
spend four years pursuing fields of
knowledge at my leisure. It has been,
without doubt, the best four years of
Tny life. I am only sorry that it took me
two years to figure out that it was a
luxury and that education really can
give you a rush.
I never thought I'd say I would miss
this place, but I will. For all of its
misgivings USD has given a great deal
more than I ever thought possible. I'm
thankful for that and I leave hoping
that USD continues to grow in
positive directions, ever mindful of its
role as an educational institution.
It's been fun.

The Editor's Last From The Desk

The Vista, as you know it, is changing.
For those of you who have paid attention
to the paper over the last two or three
semesters, the changes have been obvious:
what started several years ago as a tabloid
for campus press releases has developed in
to a meaningful forum for the exchange of
information. One- of the ways that you
can see the increased respectability of the
Vista is that for the first time in the history
of the paper, advertising revenue will ex
ceed the costs of production.
What brought about these changes were
the actions of a few dedicated individuals
who persuaded the administration to
allow credit to be given for working on the
Vista. This enabled the paper to attract
responsible and creative students who
otherwise would have had to take an elec-
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tive for the needed credits. The results
were obvious. The increase in the staff size
due to this compensation allowed us to get
rid of press releases and incorporate stu
dent authored investigative and creative
material. This was the academic support
that the Vista has been looking for.
Anyone who has been here for more than
a year or two, can see that the improve
ment speaks for itself.
Unfortunately, this creative and in
vestigative work by staff members has led
to conflicts with the administration. The
issue of the seminary article needs no fur
ther comment here, except to mention
that the Vista is coming under rather rigid
administrative control. Clearly, the Vista
is once again at a turning point. Either it
can continue to promote investigative and
creative writing, or it can return to its
former days of being a mere bulletin.
While the administration isn't looking to
censor everything that comes out of the
Vista, they are implementing their
authority to keep sensitive issues from be
ing brought out. I use the word
"authority" because, as a private school,
this is what they are using. Under the
U.S. Constitution it's questionable
whether they have the "right" to do so. It
is difficult to encourage students to
research and write stories that could, at a
moment, be deemed inappropriate by the
administration.
At the same time, as the above reasons
make it difficult to attract journalists (in
any true sense of the word,) units can no
longer be earned. The administration's
policy certainly does not encourage
volunteerism.

I bring these problems to the attention
of you, the students, who pay for the
Vista. Frankly, although 11.6% of your
ASB fees are allotted for the production of
the Vista, I don't know how much control
you have over it either. Why do I care so
much about the Vista' One reason is that I
have invested more than three and a half
years of my time into it. Another is
because I think that the university really
needs this paper. The Vista provides a
forum for the exchange of ideas, which is

what I thought college was all about.
Perhaps it still is.
Next semester, I will not be the Editorin-Chief of the Vista. I have chosen to ac
cept an internship which will hopefully
further my educational goals. Therefore it
lg>/p

will be up to the incoming Editor-in-Chief,
(yet to be named) as well as you the
students, to decide the role of this campus'
newspaper.
Respectfully,
Sharon Stegmuller
Editor-in-Chief
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YOUR ROAD TO
SUCCESS
STARTS HER
To be successful involves making
wise decisions. At City Chevrolet we
want to help you with your deci
sions. Investing in a new 1987
Chevrolet—now that's a wise
decision. And we can make
it easy for you! If you are
within six months

you're first getting started, it
is important to have a sleek
automobile, NO MATTER
WHAT YOUR CREDIT IS!!
At City Chevrolet, you CAN
afford a new car!
Don't miss this fantastic
opportunity made only to

of graduation or
have graduated
within the last
12 months, we will
finance your brand new
Chevrolet. What's

students to drive away
from graduation in a brand
new Chevrolet! For more
information, call
Everett Keels at
City Chevrolet, located

more, no credit is

just a few blocks away on

needed! We know that when

Morena Blvd. Call now for details

276-6171

CITY Chevrolet
_
CHEVROLET

SINCE 1936

_

2111
CHEVROLET

MORENA
BLVD.

^EA WORLD
TURNOFF

HWY

(619) 276-6171
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Security's Word on Drinking and Driving
by Don Johnson
Chief of Security

The holiday season is a very joyous time
of the year. Finals are over with, and we
can put schoolwork and classes out of our
minds for awhile. Most of us are going
home to be with our families and our lov
ed ones. It is also the time of the year
when we will be attending alot of parties
and doing alot of celebrating. One very
important fact to keep in mind is that
alcohol and automobiles do not mix.
Last year there were 46,000 deaths due

to automobile accidents and alcohol was a
factor in at least half of these deaths.
It's a fact that drinking alcoholic
beverages is generally acceptable in the
U.S. today as a part of our way of life. In
one year Americans consume per person
over 2Vi gallons of hard liquor, over 33
gallons of beer and over 3 gallons of wine.
Alcohol acts as a general anesthetic,
slowing the activity of the brain and the
spinal cord. Alcohol is a drug that
depresses the central nervous system.
Anyone who drinks and drives is con

tributing to the problem. Even social
drinkers who don't think they are a threat
to the general safety on the roadways are
only fooling themselves. They are a
definite threat to all of us.
During this holiday season — think —
don't drink. However, if you intend to
drink, follow a few simple and sane rules:
1. EAT FIRST
2. DRINK SLOWLY
3. KNOW WHAT YOU ARE DRINK
ING

4. SET A LIMIT ON THE NUMBER
OF DRINKS
5. STOP IN TIME, REDUCE THE
ALCOHOL LEVEL PRIOR TO DRIV
ING
6. BE HONEST WITH YOURSELF,
DONT DRIVE IF YOU HAVE HAD
TO MUCH TO DRINK.
Remtmber, drinking and driving is
dangerous. Be smart and be sober.
Remember, those of us who are a part of
the USD community want to see your
back when the holidays are over with.

The Holidays are a Joyous
Season for Burglars,
When you fail to protect
your Valuables!
Lock your doors
and windows.
Take you valuables home
or have them stored.
—Happy Holidays!
University of San Diego Department of Safety & Security

Classifieds
RESEARCH PROBLEMS? Call
Dr. Arnold, 213-477-5493. All
levels ... all subjects. Foreign
students welcome.
MODELS WANTED: Males, size
11 and up, Females, all heights. For
print work, promotions, and high
fashion. Experienced and inex
perienced welcome. Call for appoint
ment. Prestige Modeling Agency,
942-7307. No fee.

RUGBY PRACTICE STARTS
Jan. 20, 3-5 p.m. First game Jan 31.
HOLIDAY JOBS for the environ
ment. Work with CalPIRG, the state's
leading consumer and environmental
lobby on taxes, the bottle bill and
consumer protection. Call Pat,
279-5553.
HO, HO, HO, Eric, Tom, Damon,
Eddie, Wade, and Jeff. Thanks for be
ing jolly last week—Santa's Helper.
THANKS SOCIAL COMMITTEE for last Sat. nite: Wade, Sue,
Patty, Anne-Marie, Dennis, Christy,
Extella, Julie, Jeff. You are great.
Hope you had fun. Charlotte.
2 BED/2 BATH CONDO for rent.
Pacific Beach/Crown Pt., 1 blk. to
bay and park. Sundeck, carport, light
and quiet. Donna, 582-7964 or
583-9773.

WANTED: female roommate, age
23-plus, to share furnished 2-bedroom
in Pacific Beach. Avail. Now. Call
Stephanie 237-1010 or 272-4510.

TANYA K. We love you. Happy
19th B-day. Love, —"The Family."

WHOEVER INADVERTANT
LY took the dark green sleeping bag
cover last Thursday night, in front of
Olin, please return in to Irish in the
Vista office. No questions asked.

RAMBIS, sorry that your picture
isn't on the front page. As we see it,
people who have jobs should pay for
those kind of benefits, even if they are
tall and wear glasses.
BRUCE GORDON, that down-toearth guy that keeps everyone's spirits
up—sorry the Broncos lost, but hey,
have a SWEET 22nd birthday on
Friday—love, the (awesome) Phase B
RAs.

ANTONIETA MANRIQUEZ, we

Happy 20th Joe & Tarsh!
For Your Information . . .
• ARABIC SCHOLARSHIP DEADLINE
The deadline for accepting applications for the George Milkie Scholarship
for students of Lebanese or Arabic heritage has been extended until January 1,
1987. Please come to>the Financial Aid Office, Serra 202, as soon as possible for
applications.

• THE WAIT IS OVER!

won't forget your birthday, even if it
IS the day after Christmas—Feliz
Cumpleanos.

University Center Sneak Preview and Christmas Reception, 11 a.m.—3
p.m., Monday December, 15!

TO THE MOST CREATIVE guy

• ATTENTION SENIORS, FACULTY AND STAFF

I know, got any magic carpets for sale,
or can I share yours? Mapping the
course for Greece, or was it Australia
first?

Just a reminder that there is a Senior, Faculty/Staff wine and cheese party to
day in CAMINO LOUNGE from 4:30-6:30.

CHERRIE LAMB? So you finally

Buy a personal ad in the Alcala yearbook! Send a message to your friend or
favorite senior. Send your typed message by January 31 to: Alcala yearbook,
University of San Diego, Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110. Make checks to
USD ASB $4-one line; $6-two lines; $8-three lines.

made it to 21, CONGRATULA
TIONS, and best wishes for a happy
day. At least you managed not to
have finals on your birthday. Que lo
pases muy feliz hoy!

A BIG THANK YOU to all staff
members and especially editors. We've
all learned many things this semester.
We've had our ups and downs, and
you have taught me a lot about
myself. I'll miss the good times as E-inC.
BEGGAR ONE
-S.S.

• PERSONAL ADS AVAILABLE IN YEARBOOK

• PEACEFUL, EASY, ART EXHIBIT OPENS
An art exhibition entitled "Corita Kent-Serigraphs" will open at Founders
Gallery on Friday, Dec. 12.
The serigraph exhibition consists of 20 prints in which literal messages of
hope, optimism, love and peace are represented.
Corita Kent, the artist, combines bright colors and simple abstract designs to
enhance the quotations or slogans which she has created.
Kent, who died in September, was a well known artist. By 1966 her work had
been exhibited in 150 one-woman shows within the United States. In that same
year, she was named the Los Angeles Times "Woman of the Year."
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Campus Organizations
Sigma Pi
We are proud to welcome Jeff
Barker, Sean Baron, Tony Beaudin,
Byl Beuser, Tom Black, Dan Claar,
Bob Cobrly, Greg (Barb) Cooper,
Sean Coughlin, Mike (Guido)
DiMuro, Rich Dorn, Jay Guardina,
Peter Greely, Greg Herotin, Kevin
Kelly, Chris Labonte, Chris Maloney,
Matt McCormick, Dan McNamee,
Mark (Loopus) Mularz, Kevin
Quigley, Brian Quinn, James Russel,
Skete Simmons, Bob Tasker and
Francis as new brothers of Sigma Pi
(except Francis). Our Christmas semiformal this Saturday was a great suc
cess and a good time was had by all.
We are also happy to announce
that Spring semester will be the end of
our probation. So we can all look
foward to the big Sigma Pi parties as
well as the Big Event of the year
which we will bring to you next
semester. Watch for it!

Zeta Tau Alpha

The sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha
would like to congratulate our new
executive officers who were installed
last Sunday. Our new officers, who
we are happy to announce are: presi
dent, Kim Muryasz; vice-president I,
Sharon Brooks; vice-president II,
Sheila White; secretary, Shelly Olson;
treasurer, Jennifer Stallings;
historian/reporter, Melanie Tabanao;
membership chairman, Celeste Dominguez; ritual, Ivonne Navarro; and
Panhellenic representative, Bonnie
Lynn Bartel. Zeta is very proud!
Hey USD students! Get ready for
Survival Kits which will be delivered
this weekend to help you get through
finals!- Survival Kits help support our
national philanthropy, the Associa
tion for Retarded Citizens. So don't
miss out on that care package! Off
campus students will receive a notice
of where to pick up theirs.

KofC

The University of San Diego De
Alcala Knights of Columbus Council
No. 9443 has been chartered, the
third college council in California af
filiated with the international frater
nal order of over 1.5 million Catholic
men.
The council's membership includes
39 charter members, 10 plus applica
tions are pending the First Degree,
and all Catholic Men at USD are in
vited to complete an application. The
council's Institution Degree held
December 7 included six candidates
for the First Degree of Knighthood.
Immediately following the Charter
Officers to serve for the remaining
months of Columbian year 1986-87
were elected. Rick Valenzuela, a 4th
Degree Knight, was elected to serve as
the charter Grand Knight. Other
charter officers include Deputy Grand
Knight Jose Aguinaga, Warden Mark
S. Webber, Chancellor Mike Inzitari,
Recorder Drew Hardy, Treasurer Mell
Underwood, Advocate Tony Rusnak,
Inside Guard Pat Ginn, Outside
Guard Louis Zizza and John Joanning
and Trustees for 1 Year, Dr. Michael
Wagner, 2 year Dr. James Moriarty,
and 3 year PGK Tony Reznowski. In
addition, the appointed Charter
Financial Secretary is Dr. Gerard
Sperrazzo, and the Charter Chaplain
will be Fr. Owen Mullin, a 4th Degree
Knight. Guests attending the Institu
tion Degree and Election included
California State Membership Chair
man Dan Morgan, San Diego Diocese
Chapter President John Tuscano,
District Deputy Frank Still, other
Chapter Officers, Grand Knights and
Past Grand Knights.

EXPRESS
Secretarial Services
• General—letters, reports, etc.
Same Day
• Legal—pleadings, briefs
"
evening and
• Repetitive letters
weekend service
• Resumes
available.
For ail of your typing and word processing needs
1446 Front St., Suite 310
San Diego, CA 92101

1824 Loyola Court
Chula Vista, CA 92010

(619) 239-9777 (239-XPRS)

(619) 482-0682

CAR TOWN
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DOES IT AGAIN!

Christmas Special!
Win a free Suzuki!
Easy to win
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Phi Kappa Theta
Congratulations! The California
Phi Delta chapter would like to ex
tend a big welcome to our 23 new
brothers. Craig Austin, Curtis Bloch,
Greg Cummings, Drew Dalhamer,
Stephen Dent, Mike Fahey, Greg
Giuliano, Buddy Hammond, Jeff
Kirkpatrick, Danny Lavis, Peter Neil,
Jim O'Brien, Mike Raum, Kurt Ritter,
Sean Southard, Richard Swan, Mark
Thompson, Bo Venerdi, Jay Vogel,
Daron Watts, Dan Webb, Mark
Yarter and John Sperrazzo can now
be officially called Phi Kaps for the
rest of their life. Remember, you can
check out anytime you like, but you
can never leave.
As another saying goes, "When it
rains it pours." Well, this was definite
ly the case, figuratively and literally,
in last Saturday's Mud Bowl loss to
D.A.B.S. Going into the game as
heavy favorites, the Fudge Pack took
it on the chin as they wee soundly
defeated 19-0, and thus coming home
with wet T-shirts instead of brand
new dry ones. Mark Yarter and
Daron Watts should be commended
on their outstanding play.

Delta Sigma Pi
Well it's hard to believe that
another semester in coming to an
end. Our first semester as a chapter
has been an eventful one. The
highlight is definitely our newly in
itiated Brothers.
Start your spirit off right and come
to the pre-game tailgater at 5:00 p.m.
before the basketball game tonight at
the Sports Arena hosted by the AS
and Delta Sigma Pi. Support the
Toreros and engage in a little spirit.
Be there—Aloha.

ADPi

Congratulations to all of our newly
elected officers. Our new officers are:
president, Natalie Keyworth; ex
ecutive vice-president, Krista Mackey;
pledge educator, Deena Aladray;
treasurer, Elizabeth Blomberg; rush
chairman, Sue Ventimiglia and
Stephanie Ritz; recording secretary,
Jennifer Jacobs; senior member at
large, Christine Wood; Junior
member at large, Megan Nydegger;
standards, Marci Hoerr; correspond
ing secretary, Kiersten Schwoob;
social chairmen, Mary Jane Kaplan
and Susie Peterson; house chairmen,
Diane Holley and Ann Carter;
guards, Kim Turner and Julie
Misfeldt; Panhellenic, Maria Pettingil.

Gamma Phi
On Monday, December 1, the new
executive board was elected for Gam
ma Phi Beta. Our new board consists
of: Beth Hornbrook, president; Anne
Doyle, vice president; Kelly Finnegan,
treasurer; Kelly Curtis, PACD;
Kathleen Kelley, recording secretary;
Chris Trausch, standards; Cathy
Bryscac, membership; Colleen
Blackmore, social chairman; Rosie
DeLeone, scholarship; and Cassie
Hughes, pledge directory.

Spanish Club
The year started with the bullfights,
a cultural experience in which the
viewers either loved it or despised it.
The year continued with several roadtrips, all of them included excitement,
and unexpected adventures. We went
a little further on each trip. We
started with Tijuana, then Ensenada
and finally San Felipe. In San Felipe
we slept under the stars and drank 20
cent Coronas.

What's left of the VISTA staff would
like to thank you for a great semester.
—We'll miss you.
Goodbye — Sharon, Blaine, Cherrie,
Tom, Jeff, and Rosie.
We're gonna be upset if we find you're
working in the yearbook office!

Good
used
cars
for
$100
Down
O.A.C.
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Free entry blank at Cartown
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Drawing date 12/24/86

No purchase necessai?

$5 »>«'6

Must be 18 years or older

CARTOWN
7974 University Ave.

Winner need not be present to win

|. 29U
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La Mesa
465-9117
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Now open
|n Hillcrest!
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Deukmejian
Takes on Coastal
Commission
As a state senator, Deukmejian opposed
a successful proposition in 1972 that
established the temporary Coastal Zone
Conservation Commission. This commis
sion was put in charge of developing con
servation plans for the state coast. As at
torney general, one of Deukmejian's first
acts was to abolish a state environmental
unit set up by his predecessor Evelle
Younger.
George Deukmejian was elected Califor
nia state governor in 1982. When he took
office in January 1983, he immediately cut
the commission's budget beyond those the
commission cut in 1982. Administration
officials contend that the cutbacks only
reflect the commissions diminishing
workload. However, the California State
Employees Association claimed that the
workload reductions did not match the
staff cuts, and filed suit against the state.
In public addresses, the governor expresses
that the commission has served it's pur
pose and should be terminated.
The understaffing these budget cuts
have led to might lead to improper inspec
tion of coastal and off-shore facilities.
However, the coastal commission hasn't
done San Diego very many favors. Not
only did the commission turn down San
Diego's request to fill in a small portion of
the Penasquitos wetlands to take care of a
dangerous, accident-prone curve on
Carmel Valley Road, but opposed
rebuilding of a shoreside home destoryed
by fire.
More recently, coastal commission
members have been caught at illegal back
door lobbying. California courts have rul
ed that the coastal commission is a quasijudicial body responsible for passing judge
ment on elements of law rather than a
legislative board. Under such an arrange
ment, council members may not make
decisions on anything outside the
testimony presented in a public hearing.
To make things more difficult, Deukme
jian has appointed four voting members to
the coastal commission that are regarded
as pro-development to environmentalists.
These four have voted as a block against
five environmental positions.
The California Coastal Commission has
definitely become an arena of political
debate that will continue throughout and
beyond its existence.

Christmas Events
in San Diego
by Susan Daudelin

Christmas in San Diego is an ex
perience many of us would not want
to miss out on. For those of you who
are enthusiastic about parades, on
December 20 at 6 p.m., there will be
the Mission Bay Boat Parade of
Lights. The parade will float by the
Mission Bayside Walk and continue
past the west side of Fiesta Island. It
will end with the lighting of PSA's
tower as a gigantic Christmas tree.
Throughout the evening there will be
music and narration at several sites.
Or, if you miss that, the following
night (December 21) there will be the
San Diego Harbor Parade of Lights.
At 6 p.m. the boats will proceed
under the Coronado Bridge, move
along Seaport Village and end at
Shelter Island. This event will be
sponsored byt he radio station KyXy.
If Charles Dickens is your favorite,
then join the San Diego Repertory
Theater at Horton Plaza. From the
beginning of December until
December 28 they will hold regular
performances of "A Ghost Story of
Christmas, A Christmas Carol" on
the Lyceum Stage in the Plaza.
The hotels of the area are also
following the spirit of the season. The
U.S. Grant Hotel will have a star on
top of the hotel and a 25-foot lighted
Christmas tree on the roof of the
garden level. Carolers and brass
bands will perform throughout the
hotel. It is located at 326 Broadway,
downtown.
The Horton Grand Hotel will carry
the theme of a Victorian Christmas.
The hotel will also feature carolers
who will sing from a sleigh situated
out front of the building.
One place that really bursts with
Christmas activity is Balboa Park.
Throughout the month of December
it will be filled with lights and music.
The cafes and restaurants will offer
special menus, also. There will be a
special marionette performance,
'Merry Christmas Show' by puppet
lady Marie Hitchcock of San Diego.
For the next three weekends her per
formances will be held Friday, Satur
day, and Sunday in the puppet
theater.

Wide Smiles, Triangle Noses
and Black Shoe — Button Eyes
by Patricia Rock

A jovial atmosphere depicts the
festivities at the world-renowned Hotel del
Coronado. It is the evening of their Vic
torian Christmas tree lighting December
3. The Arcade is decorated as Santa's
Workshop. This is where the Holiday
Brass (ensemble) play their Christmas
tunes. Here, the eggnog reception draws a
large and lively crowd. Little girls dressed
in royal blue velvet dresses set with locks
of curls tied up by thick velvet bows
prance about urging their mothers to let
them whisper their Christmas wishes in
Santa Clauses' ear. Grandfathers dressed
to a holiday-tee proudly care for their
grandsons, who wear miniature classic
velvet suits as they wait for the lighting
ceremony. Among the crowd, life-size
Raggedy Ann and Andy characters and a
Pinocchio greet folks and frolick about. A
family of the turn of the century carolers
serenade guests on the patio. Christmas
characters stroll the grounds greeting
guests, saying "Merry Christmas."
This lighting ceremony began its first
annual tradition in 1888. The hotel was
the largest structure, outside of New York
City, to be electrically lit and it was the
largest single installation of incandescent
lamps in the nation at the time. Thomas
A. Edison came to the hotel to supervise
the work of his incandescent lamp in
stallation. It is also alleged that the famed
inventor pulled the switch on the hotel's
first electrically lighted Christmas tree.
The wide smiles, triangle noses, and
black shoe-button eyes of Raggedy Ann
and Andy held the theme of this year's
Christmas tree. The tree, which was pick
ed in Julian, is 27 feet high; that is, the
Christmas tree towered from the lobby
level to the third floor of the hotel. It took
eight people four days to complete the
decorations. They consisted of the follow
ing:
10,000 miniature color lights
350 feet of gold garland
250 Raggedy Ann and Andys
150 ecru lace bows
60 large red apples
60 hand decorated edible Raggedy Ann
and Andy Cookies
50 silk and lace nosegays
50 gingham bows
50 porcelain dolls
50 lace Victorian dolls

50 lace Victorian balls
50 bears
50 assorted ornaments
40 handmade angels
20 ceramic cottages
18 handmade lighted shadow boxes
The ceremony itself featured greetings
from Jeanne Lawrence and Scott Ander
son and a special performance by the J.
Linzie Fellowship Choir. A trumpet
played as a veil slowly lowered to reveal
the splendor of the Christmas tree. The
official start of the holiday season sparked
when all the lights were lit simultaneously
with the tree.
The crowds boisterously approved the
awesome site. One USD students Didi
Moskopp who had attended, declared,

"It's the most wonderful thing 1 have ever
seen in my life!" Another spectator com
mented, "It was very crowded, but it was
very nice." According to office manager
Curtis Andrews, traditionally, "This is a
very popular occasion with hotel
employees and their families. It kicks off
family time of the year."
After the unveiling of the tree, the
celebration continues in the Crown
Room, where a special Prix Fix dinner is
offered. The J. Linzie Choir presented an
encore performance to the diners. It was
followed by the "A la Carte" Suite
Adeline barbershop quartet, who have
been singing together for 10 years.
Those who wish to experience a visit to
the hotel during it's prime time may still
do so. The decor and Christmas tree will
be on display until December 31. Come
and join in the fun!

Buy one Big Mac Sandwich
GET ONE
FREE

Cash value 1 /20 of 1 cent

3445 MIDWAY DR. 223-0088

Bring a friend and present
this coupon when buying
a Big Mac and you'll get
another Big Mac free! Limit
one coupon per customer,
per visit. Please present
coupon when ordering. Not
valid with any other offer.

Hot Dogs • Fresh Baked Cookies • Ice Cream • Chili
show USD ID CARD and receive 15% off any purchase
(May not be used with any other coupon)

6945 Linda Vista Rd.
San Diego
Valid until 12/30/86
OPEN 6AM till 11 PM
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IT'S A
GOOD TIME
FOR THE
GREAT TASTE,
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Hostile Man Revealed as Santa's Son
by Sarah Hall
The Hostile Man made a sudden ap
pearance at the AS Christmas Party last
Monday night. Grabbing a handful of
cheese balls, he swaggered to the punch
bown and downed it in one gulp. He pro
ceeded to the microphone and recounted
a sad tale for the spectators.
"I was born the son of a jolly old elf," he
said with a slur. "His name is Chris Kringle! He was an alcoholic and used to
beat my mom and me continuously until
we burned his toy shop to the snow
covered ground."
This unbelievable story was taken as a
hoax and soon hors d'oeuvres went flying
until Hostile Man was plastered in goop.
"It's not easy being a celebrity," stated
the hostile one. He then whipped out an

eight foot long asparagus stalk and began
penetrating oral cavities until soap suds
cascaded from the sky like a wonderful burst
of sunshine.
Tony Abbatangelo, sometime AS
President, took cover behind a fat woman
who began singing "Sound of Music" once
Tony has disappeared beneath her hoop
skirt. This prompted a role reversal among
the rodent-eating class which included
most of the 200 occupants of the soon to
be abandoned Student Center.
The linoleum was quickly pulled from its
adhesive backing and piled into a future
home of a bonfire. When ignited, the fire
proved to be the worst smelling substance
since Lorna's stopped making mystery
meat sandwiches.
Everyone had a good ole time.

The Claus family in happier days.

Ah, Yes . . . Christmas at Home
by Tim Orr
I'd always try to stay up all night and
catch Santa at work. Every Christmas Eve
I left cookies and milk next to the chimney
for that blubbery do-gooder. Christmas
morning I'd always find the milk halfempty (my sister would insist that it was
half-full . . . she was an optimist!), and the
rug covered with crumbs. Obviously San
ta had accepted the bribe (I was accustom
ed to leaving a little cash under the
cookies), and had undoubtedly left me a
number of presents, superior to those he
left for my unsuspecting brothers and
sister. One Christmas I actually did stay
up and discovered that Santa was really
my parents. Oh my God, was I pissed! I
marched right up to my dad, who was
busy munching on one of the cookies, and
demanded (in my sternest tone) a full re
fund of the cash I had faithfully been brib
ing Santa with for the past six years. (Did
my dad have no scruples?!) He just gave me
a disturbed sidelong glance and said, "The
check's in the mail!" Then he slapped
me . . . then he backhanded me, and, as
he pulled his arm back a third time, I
decided that running to bed would
definitely be in order.
When I was seven I asked for, and
received, a red tractor. It was pretty fun
pedalling around the house, working the
living room acreage, and using the
backyard as the "South 40." Life as a
seven-year-old rancher was pretty solid,
and it only got better when I convinced
my little brother to pretend he was my
herd of livestock. I made him pull me
around in a wagon for a while, and let
some of the neighborhood kids ride him
(for a reasonable fee, of course!). I had him
thinking that the livestock was the most
important part of a ranch. Well, it's not.
The rancher is, and that was me! He lost
interest in playing when I suggested the
possibilities of branding him, and castra
tion (to make his steaks more tender come
slaughter time!). He unconditionally refus
ed to play anymore after I put a spatula in
the fireplace, heating it to a red hot glow,
then branded the back of his thigh. (I had
to protect against rustlers)!
So, I converted my tractor into an in
door anti-ballistic urban assault vehicle,
and attached a paper-mache battering ram
to the front of it. I only brought it out in
the mornings when my dad was at work,

my mom was watching her soaps, and the
"enemy" was unsuspecting! (Actually, my
brother was always on edge for some
reason ... I don't know!) "Days of Our
Lives" would set up a perfect diversion,
allowing me to bash in my brother's bar
ricaded door, take him hostage, and
(regardless of his annoyingly overbearing
willingness to devulge secrets, such as
where mom had hid the Chips Ahoy) tor
ture him all day long in the backyard. The
yard—formerly the South 40—had assum
ed the bloody grit of the Western Front!
Once I accidentally intercepted my
sister's birthday list out of my mom's
purse. All my sister wanted for Christmas
was a "nice, non-violent little brother." I
confronted her and, after she admitted her
treason, I banged her head against my
toybox until she agreed that I was indeed
the "bestest brother in the universe." . . .
then I made her watch as I decapitated her
Barbie doll.
One Christmas I got a GI Joe and my
brother didn't . . . definite bargaining
power! He was really bummed, and I guess
I wasn't all too sympathetic since I always

said things like: "Hey, let's go play with
the G.I. Joes!! Oh yeah, YOU don't have
one!!! ha ha ha ha!!" The next Christmas
he got the new improved G.I. Joe—the one
with real hair and beard. Well, that was all
very well, but I just couldn't accept this
situation. You can understnad my posi
tion! He refused to give it to me, so I
buried his wretched little excuse for a
soldier in our backyard Arlington
cemetery . . . after burning off the hair
and beard, of course!
We had our family Christmas traditions
as well. Every year my sister would hang
up mistletoe, and stand there, waiting for
a kiss. Every year I laughed at her. Then
she would try to kiss my cheek, and I'd
punch her in the face. (My dad would pre
tend to get mad and send me to my room
where he'd barge into later in the evening,
eager to continue the charade, and beat
me with a leather belt! What a kidder)!
Every year we have cornish hens, hang up
stockings, and go to midnight mass.
Likewise, every Christmas Eve I'd tell my
brother that he'd been too bad, and Santa
decided to give me all of his presents.

TIIE FAR SKJE

The world was going down the tubes. They
needed a scapegoat. They found Wayne.

Every year he believed me, and every year
he cried . . . except for last year. (I knew
he'd stop believing me some year, but it
worked 18 times anyway)! Boy, oh boy,
good times!
*

*

*

My favorite Christmas was just a few
years ago. We went up to the mountains
for the holidays, and, due to the cost of
the trip, decided not to exchange gifts. In
stead we sat by the fire, sang carols, laugh
ed, walked in the snow . . . and Christmas
night, instead of opening gifts, we talked
and talked. It was snowing outside, the fire
was warm, . . . and I was with my family.
It was the "bestest Christmas in the whole
universe." Regardless of my often-cruel
jokes, the best gift to give and receive is
love. Maybe when I go home for
Christmas I'll go out to the backyard
(South 40, Western Front, and Arlington
cemetery all rolled into a field full of
memories of running, laughing kids and
lingering happiness. Hell yes ... a lot of
good times)! and dig up my brother's char
red G.I. Joe! . . . NAAAH!!! Merry
Christmas!

CARY I^ARSON

"I'm sorry, ma'am, but his license does check
out and, dfter all, your husband was in
season. Remember, just because he knocks
doesn't mean you have to let him in."

Bobbing (or poodles
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Wraith is a Waste
by Susan Daudelin
For many college students, a dollar
in their pocket is a rare experience.
On these occasions many of us find
ourselves spending that last dollar on
Tuesday night movies. If you are go
ing to the movies then you may think
twice about spending your time and
money on the new film The Wraith.
The Wraith stars Charlie Sheen,
Wick Cassavetes, Sherilyn Fenn and
Randy Quaid. An interesting point
concerning the cast is many of them
are from respected show business
families. Charlie Sheen is the son of
actor Martin Sheen. Griffin O'Neal,
who holds a small part, is the son of
actor Ryan O'Neal. Clint Howard,
whose character is similar to O'Neal's,
is the brother of actor/director Ron
Howard. Despite the strong back
ground, the film is starving for style.
The story takes place in the small
town of Brooks, Arizona. It deals with
a phantom (a wraith) which the main
charecter, Jake, brought back to life
through some unnatural power. Also
involved in the plot is a group of car
pirates who force people to race
members of their group in order to
legally claim the other person's car by

winning the race. The leader of the
gang is Packard Walsh. Ken Johnson
is the leading female character who is
torn between her love for Jake and
her fear of Packard's love. Packard is
obsessed with Ken and this obsession
is what leads him to have the gang
murder Jake. The plot evolves with
Jake returning as a newcomer to the
town. He has come to reclaim Ken's
love and cast revenge on Packard and
his gang. Two other significant
charecters in the story are Billy and
Loomis. Billy is Jake's brother and
Loomis is the tough sheriff who is try
ing to protect his town.
The film itself is drawn out but con
tains a few good elements. The
Turbo-interceptor car driven by Jake
performs several action-packed stunts.
The music featured in the movie has
several prominent performers such as
Billy Idol, Ozzy Osbourne and Motley
Crue. There are also two songs by the
"up and coming" group Lion.
Although the movie gives some
entertainment, such as the comedy of
Packard's gang and the action of the
car races, it holds little other viewing
qualities. One may look for wiser
ways to spend that last dollar.

Bright Future Looms
for Lark
by Daniele Huguenin
Are you ready to have some fun?! With
the opening of the new University Center,
there will be weekly entertainment this
spring! Showcase will be held on Tuesday
nights in The Grill, which is downstairs.
Upstairs in the main forum, the Lark will
be held every other Thursday night. So,
get ready to manage our time, becaue
there will be weekly entertainment!
The Lark will facilitate up to 600 people,
and is about four times as big as the Stu
dent Union in Serra. There may be the
possibility of a cover charge which will off
set the cost of some of the more popular
bands. The Lark staff has talked with
bands such as the Alarm, Fishbone,
Busboys and the Call. They will hopefully
be able to entertain here in future years.
That will all depend on student support,
school funding and a decision made by the
executive board. "It really rests on what
our new facility can handle. We have to
try out the new U.C.!" said Val Pearson
director of student activities.
The purpose of the new University
Center is to bring activities back on cam
pus. "We'd like to bring quality entertain
ment to a small school," proclaimed Jeff
Koller, co-Lark director. The outlook is to
find an outlet for the students, on campus
in addition of off campus, and also to br
ing in the commuter crowd. It plays a big
role in avoiding drinking and driving for
on-campus students. We don't want USD
just to be and academic atmosphere, we
also want to encorporate the party mode
once in a while, right here. Combining
scholastic endeavors and the social aspect
is what college is all about. After all, there
has got to be a study break!
"I'm looking toward expanding program
capabilities with larger scale bands," com
mented Bob Caya, co-Lark director.
Cooperating with Student Affiars is a ma
jor factor in the expanse of a successful
University Center. At this point, a certain
sense of trust and reputation has to be
established by organizations and clubs
such as the Lark in conjunction with Stu
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dent Affairs. "If we can settle it, we're on
our way!" Bob exclaimed.
With the start of any new project or
development, time and experience will
lend the answers of what the best success
will be. This semester the Lark has proven
to be a positive, as well as, highly attended
attraction on campus. With this next step
of moving to the University Center, the
Lark staff is very enthusiastic about the
possibilities! Promoting this contagious at
titude is what they intend to do.
Beer supervisor for the Lark, Tom Burchette, said "The directors of the Lark, Jeff
Koller and Bob Caya have the life!" He
also added "The University of San Diego
needs more opportunities to interact
socially such as the Lark. It's a time and a
place where we not only hve fun, but we
can reaffirm each other's beliefs in
ourselves and this school."
Joe Piepenkotter, head bartender of the
Lark staff gave his insight of the whole
situation: "We have a very small percen
tage of the student body who attend the
Larks now. There's free beer for those over
21, free food and soft drinks and we have
good entertainment. It's all paid for by the
AS, which means that every student pays
$35 at the beginning of the semester into
the Associated Students fund. And, if
they're not taking advantage of the events
offered, they're not getting the full benefit
of their dollars. You always hear about
people complaining that there's not
enough to do at USD. Too many people
think the only thing to do is getting in
volved in the Greek system. What we
want to do through newspaper exposure is
gain interest and let more people know
what's going on Thursday nights. Most of
the Greek activities are not held on Thurs
day nights. But, when we move over to
the University Center, hopefully people
will come for the novelty of seeing the new
student center and they'll decided to stay
because of things like the Lark and all the
other activities. Having fun on this cam
pus is up to the students to participate.
The opportunity is there, now they just
have to take advantage of it!"

The Knack is Back
by Arian Collins

J e n n i f e r V a l l e l y , the current photography editor for the Alcala Yearbook has
been known to have taken some outrageous pictures. She was recently honored for
her work in the Reader. Congratulations, Sum J.

Jennifer Vallely will receive a
free case of Cherry Coke,
compliments of the Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of San Diego
Hat e an outrageous year!!!

Entertainment Editor
The Knack took the year 1979 by
storm. Their debut Lp Get the Knack
was one of the best-selling albums of
the year and their catchy and simple
tunes made them teenage favorites.
Like so many groups that become
teenage idols they were dubbed the
"next Beatles." The band started a
sensation within the music business
making talent scouts search the clubs
for new wave bands that were similar
to the Knack
Meanwhile, the group rose from the
Los Angeles club scene to headlining
status overnight. But by the time the

second album, But the Little Girls
Understand arrived, the bottom had
dropped out. People had tired of the
songs because of over exposure on the
radio. The new album, which was ex
tremely similar to the first, received
dismal sales and a third Lp that was
released a couple of years later met
with little impact and no radio ex
posure. The band broke up under less
than friendly conditions.
Now the quartet has reformed and
is touring small clubs in the hopes of
generating record company interest.
The band will perform at the Baccanal nightclub on December 16. It
should be a night for fond teenage
memories, if not more.
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Women's Basketball
Team Drops Two
at Fresno
USD's women's basketball team suffered
a pair of losses last weekend at the Fresno
State Taco Bell Classic Tournament as the
Toreras' record fell to 1-3 for the season.
The team will be trying to snap its twogame losing streak when the Toreras play
the home opener for the 1986-87 season
against Portland State (3-2) Thursday at
7:30 p.m. at the USD Sports Center.
Saturday, USD is back on the road to face
UCLA at the Wooden Center at 2 p.m.
The Bruins are 3-0 on the year.
USD opened the Taco Bell Classic
against host Fresno State and lost 66-64.
Kelli Behrens led the Toreras with 20
points while Jane Gilpin added 16 points
and eight assists. FSU led at the half
33-26.
In the consolation game, USD fell to
Weber State 66-58. Julie Evans was the
Toreras leading scorer with 18 points as
Gilpin finished with 17 points.
Gilpin is the top scorer on the year with
a 17.3 points per game average. Evans is
right behind her with a 14.3 ppg average.
Behrens is the only other Torera averag
ing double figures at 10.9 ppg.
~

—

Happy
Birthday!

McNamee and Stewart Square Off in Tennis Finals
USD's Jim McNamee and David
Stewart each won four matches to
reach the final of last week's San
Diego All-College Tennis Tourna
ment.
Weekend rain forced a postpone
ment of the match, which is now
scheduled for Saturday at 11 a.m. at
the San Diego Tennis and Racquet
Club.
McNamee, a 22-year-old senior
from Edmonds, Washington, is at
tempting to win a title that has eluded
him in two prior attempts. In 1982, as
a freshman, Jim lost in the finals to
San Diego State's Ned Eames. In
1984, Jim was defeated by Mike Gut
ter of U.S. International, again in the
finals.
Stewart, 19, is a sophomore from
Saratoga. He will be attempting to de
fend the title he won last year. If suc
cessful, he will be the first player to
win in successive years.
The matchup of styles should make
for an interesting match. McNamee is
a hard serving, net rusher while
Stewart is an all-court player who is

more comfortable slugging it out from
the baseline.
On his way to the final, McNamee
mowed down Kolker of UC San
Diego and Ryno of SDSU, before get
ting past teammates Chris Smith and
Scott Patridge.
In the quarterfinals, Chris had Jim
seving at 3-4,2-3, before Jim scrambled
back to hold serve, break and close it
out.
In the semis, Jim had to deal with
another Torero, this time Partridge,
who pushed McNamee to the limit,
losing 2-6, 6-3, 6-4.
Stewart had an easier time getting
to the finals. He beat Monis of Grossmont, Lewis of USIU, USD's Curtis
Dadian and the Toreros Dan Mattera.
The doubles final will follow the
singles on Saturday, and will pit
Stewart and Partridge against the win
ner of Edwards and McNamee versus
Smith and Dadian.
The San Diego Tennis and Racquet
Club is located at 4848 Tecolote Rd.,
east of 1-5. Admission is free.

Jim McNamee returns a shot in
the San Diego All College Tour
nament.

Upcoming Events
Thur. Dec. 11, Women's Basketball vs.
PORTLAND STATE at HOME at 7:30
p.m.
Sat. Dec. 13, Women's Basketball vs.
UCLA away at 2 p.m.

~|

Sharon Stegmuller
and

Get a jump on Spring Semester in:
SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY'S

Cherrie Lamb
22 and 21.
You're gettin'
up there!

____

J

WINTER SESSION
January 5-23, 1987

How do
you wrap
success?
You don't need to use a ribbon. Just
tell the most important people on
your gift list you're giving them a
course from Stanley H Kaplan
Why not give a high school
youngster the best possible
preparation for the SAT7
Or how about treating a college
student to Kaplan confidence before
a graduate or licensing exam7 And
what better present for a busy
executive than a Kaplan speed
reading program7
Call us We've got lots more
"smart" gift ideas'
with Holiday Greetings
to You and
your Family from

KAPLAN

i \ ; f v .CATONA. a V f ! . " C

The world's leading
test prep organization.

SDSU'S UNCROWDED WINTER SESSION offers short,
intensive courses from 32 departments.
TAKE ADVANTAGE of this low-cost opportunity and earn
up to 4 units of credit before the Spring term begins.
IN-PERSON REGISTRATION starts December 8 at
SDSU's College of Extended Studies

5630 Hardy Ave.

FOR A FREE COPY of the WINTER '87 catalog,

CALL

265-5152
EXTENDED
STUDIES
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Flag Football Title Captured

Way back in September as the IM Flag
Football season was getting under way,
championship talk revolved around teams
like the BAMFs, Love Muscles, San
Diego Vice, and Absolute Authority.
Two teams that did not receive the respect
they deserved were The Beggars and
Pink Tacos. The Pink Tacos were not
even ranked in the preseason polls and
although The Beggars did hold down
the No. 5 spot, it was Insinuated that they
would pile up more injuries than points
were they to face the defending champs.
As the season progressed, things chang
ed. The Pink Tacos knocked off the
BAMFs and won the league's toughest
division. Three playoff games later they
were in the championshp game. The Beg
gars went through the regular season with
only a tie against Surprise Attack spoil
ing their othewise perfect record. In the
playoffs, Tim McDonnell's team earned a
spot in the final game by defeating both
the Love Muscles and, yes, the BAMFs.
The championship game figured to
hinge on injuries. Earlier in the season,
The Beggars had to overcome injuries to
McDonnell and quarterback Bill Jones.
Now, they were healthy. The Pink
Tacos, on the other hand, were without
safety Jeff Case and defensive lineman,
John Altenburg. In addition quarterback
Scott Little was throwing with a broken
finger, and Eric Winbush was playing

defensive end on a badly sprained ankle.
The edge appeared to be with The Beg

gars.

The first half was all Beggars ,but all
they could come away with was a Bill
Jones to Marc Carlson touchdown pass
and the one-point conversion by Chris
Carter. Pink Tacos then came back
strong in the second half. Along
touchdown run by Mitch Greene cut The
Beggar's lead to 7-6. Carlie Malet then
hauled in the two point conversion to give
Pink Tacos their first lead of the game.
The Beggars next drive stalled when An
dy Tomsky picked off an errant Jones' pass
in the endzone giving the ball back to the
Taco offense. Dickie Wheeler then turned
a screen pass into another long Taco
touchdown and a 14-7 lead. As they have
all season, The Beggars came back. A
quick out from Jones to Quinn Reilly turn
ed into a 60-yard touchdown run and sud
denly the score was 14-13. The Beggars
then tried and failed on the one point con
version attempt when Carlson could not
come down with the potential game tying
pass near the back of the endzone. The
Beggars got the ball one more time, but
the clock and an inspired Pink Taco
defense teamed to deny them any more
points. Considering all their injuries their
14-13 victory should convince even the
most diehard of skeptics that the Pink
Tacos are IM's best Flag Football team.

A-League Flag Football All-Stars
1st Team Offense

1st Team Defense

QB Bill Jones (Beggars)
QB Robbie Rogers (BAMFs)
WR Pat Connolly (Salad Days)
RB Bob Reisenger (Beggars)
Line Chris Carter (Beggars)
Line Dave Smola (Beachcombers)
Line Mitch Greene (Pink Tacos)

Line Jerry Glassmaker (Surprise Attack)
Line Terry Wiley (Absolute Authority)
LB Tm McDonnell (Beggars)
DB Jeff Case (Pink Tacos)
DB Jeff Case (Pink Tacos)
DB Pete Murphy (Surprise Attack)
Punter Marc Thiebach (Beachcombers)

Parker Leads DABs
to
B-League
Crown
This is the story of a team that had
an undefeated regular season, a team
that had won their first two playoff
games 22-12 and 28-12 and yet a team
that was listed as a 7-point underdog
for the championship game. After
D.A.B.S. defeated the Phi Kap
Fudge Pack 19-0 to win the
B-League Flag Football title, many are
questioning the sanity of the oddsmakers.
In fairness to the Phi Kaps they
are a team that likes to throw and
throw deep. Unfortunately, it rained
so hard Saturday, that even Dan
Marino would have had trouble
throwing more than 20 yards ac
curately. Doug Gadker's range seem
ed to be about 15.

D.A.B.S., on the other hand, ad
justed very nicely to the inclement
weather. Of course, having an Omar
Parker on the team makes it easy to
adjust to any set of circumstances. He
ran for two touchdowns and an extra
point, started the option play that
resulted in a fine touchdown run by
Jeff Barker, and intercepted two
passes that stopped Phi Kap drive.
The Phi Kaps did come close to
scoring twice. Both of these instances
were long Pete Ditzhazy runs after
receiving a short pass. Unfortunately
for the fraternity team Ditzhazy step
ped out of bounds on the first run and
then was called for flag guarding on
the second one. This game and season
belonged to D.A.B.S., the B-League
Flag Football champions.

B-League Football All-Stars
1st Team Offense: Omar Parker (D.A.B.S.), Doug Gadker (Phi Kap Fudge
Pack), Sean Baron (Flesh III), Pete Ditzhazy (Phi Kap Fudge Pack), Don Garcia
(EMBs), Dave Kingsley (Purple Helmets) and Brian Tharpe (Flesh III).
2nd Team Offense: Pat McNeany (E.M.B.s), Troy Ciccarelli (Purple Helmets),
Craig Isaacson (NROTC), Frank Murphy (Purple Helmets), John Abbate (Phi
Kap Fudge Pack), Marty Holbus (Phi Kap Fudge Pack), Chris Rossi (Sigma Pi II).
Most Valuable Player: Omar Parker (D.A.B.S.)
First Team Defense: Barry Maring (High Men Busters), Adam Yatsko (Flesh
III), Steve Neuhoff (Flesh III), Tom Mortenson (Sigma Pi II), Peter Zien (Purple
Helmets), Omar Parker (D.A.B.S.), Chris Kanzius (Phi Kap Fudge Pack).
2nd Team Defense: Jim Clark (E.M.B.s), Mike Minney (Purple Helmets), John
Vance (NROTC), Trip Turner (Flesh III), Kevin Carlin (D.A.M.M.), Rich Bonora
(Rambling Wreck), and Marc Stampez (Corpus Delecti).

2nd Team Defense

2nd Team Offense

Line Walter Menck (SD Vice)
Line Tony Samaniego (Love Muscles)
Line Jim Engleman (Love Muscles)
LB Don James (Salad Days)
DB Tom Grace (Beggars)
DB Greg Ghio (Drain Bamage)
DB Charlie Malet (Pink Tacos)

QB Danny Tarkanian (Ab. Authority)
QB Mike Preston (Salad Days)
WR Mark Trafton (BAMFs)
WR Bill Miltnur (SD Vice)
RB Dixon Rich (Salad Days)
Line Mike Licosati (Love Muscles)
Line Jerry Glassmaker (Surprise Attack)
Line Tim Harlan (Sigma Chi)
HONORABLE MENTION: Marc Carlson (Beggars), Manny Cuito (Drain Bamage), Brett
Gedryn (Love Muscles), Scott Little (Pink Tacos), Trip Maas (Absolute Authroity), Mike McCabe (SD Vice), Jim McNammee (Love Muscles), Greg Moll (Sigma Pi I), Quinn Reilly (Beg
gars), Scott Smith (Surprise Attack), Brendon Turney (Beachcombers), Eric Winbush (Pink
Tacos).
MVP: Charlie Malet (Pink Tacos)

Embroidery

No minimum!
Yes, we will embroider
caps, shirts, jackets,
towels, canvas bags, etc.
Fast, personalized service.
Alphabets available: Script, Block, Old English,
Creek. (Custom design work available)
CAPS

1-11 ... S10.00 ea. 36
12
S8.00 ea. 48
24
$7.50 ea. 60

SHIRTS

$7.00 ea.
$6.50 ea.
$6.00 ea.

1-11 . . . $18.00 ea. 36 .... $14.00 ea.
12 .... $16.00 ea. 48 .... $13.00 ea.
24 .... $15.00 ea. 60 .... $12.00 ea.

Prices include merchandise and embroidery.
Caps: choose from our huge inventory of summer, winter, poplins or corduroys
Shirts: choose from golf/crew shirts, long-sleeve 75 or sweatshirts
(50/50 or 100% cotton)

Point Loma Embroidery

2934 UPSHUR STREET • POINT LOMA
(3 blocks south of Shelter Island Drive) 224-7379 • Visa/MasterCard
Personalized gift catalog now available Cift certificates too!
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES WANTED! Call for information or appointment.

BALLBANGERS: The semester's final IM Miller Lite Team of the Week
earned their award by coming through the losers' bracket to capture their first
co-rec softball championship. This squad was more than just the team of the
week, however. They have players who also captured the 5x5 Basketball Tour
nament, advanced to the finals in Mens Softball and Co-Rec Tennis, the
semifinals in Mens Tennis and Soccer, the quarterfinals in Womens Soccer,
and the playoffs in Flag Football. This team could just as easily be called the IM
Team of the Year.
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Powerlifting Held
The first annual USD Weightlifting
competition was held December 6.
Frank Meza opened the competition
uncontested in the 123 lb. class.
Frank chose to open with 225 lbs. in
the bench press, which he made with
ease. The weight on the bar was upped to 240 lbs. for Frank's second at
tempt. The weight proved to be a lit
tle heavy for Frank, as he failed to
complete the lift on this and a remain
ing third attempt.
In the middle weight division we
had Frank Jancarole weighing in at
157 lbs. Frank chose 245 lbs. for his
opener, which he also made with ease.

Frank's second attempt with 275 lbs.
was performed with seemingly little ef
fort. Frank's third attempt with 290
lbs. would not quite go.
I congratulate these two men for
their efforts and I encourage anyone
interested in the weight sports to con
tact Wayne in the weight room.
Frank Meza was the overall winner
with 197.68 points. Frank Jancarole
received 189.81 points. Though Frank
Jancarole lifted more weight, by ap
plying the Schwartz formula to com
pare lifters of different body weights,
Frank Meza, the lighter man, was the
overall winner.

IM Shopping List
Santa has been hard at work making his
list and checking it twice. Fie has been
watching those intramural teams add
athletes, trying to find out who's been
naughty and nice. Now he's come to town
with just the perfect gifts. Let's take a
quick peek into what these IMers should
expect in their stockings this Christmas
Season:
Dianne Haller (Powder Puff Football
and Soccer): An IM victory. Just one will
do!
Greg Moll (Sigma Pi Quarterback): A
receiver who doesn't treat the football like
it was a greased watermelon.
Bill Mifsud (Phi Kap Pitcher): A team
of players capable of hitting at least their
weight.
Choke and Puke (Beach Volleyball):
Advice on how to survive the Saturday
morning that comes after a typical Friday
night.
John Nothdurft (Flag Football): A
new pair of hands. The old ones can't

seem to hold on to anything.
D.A.B.S. (B-League Football champ):
The respect worthy of an undefeated
championship team.
Dan Lynch (Flag Football): A team
that could appreciate his football skills.
Perhaps one of the powder puff teams has
an opening.
Jerry Glassmaker (Flag Football Cap
tain): A few dedicated players.
Mitch Greene, Pete Pochino, and
Trip Turner (Flag Football): A book on
sportsmanship or a comfortable sideline
seat to watch the games from.
Jen Stolte (co-rec softball): A Kirby
Puckett gold glove.
High Men Busters and Pink Tacos
(Flag football): A lesson on how to run out
the clock. Hint: Try handing the ball to
your own players.
Animation (Innertube WaterPolo): A
waterpolo team with at least a few eligible
bachelors.
Sigma Chi (Co-rec volleyball): A league
without Crush Poltz.

MAKE PLANS
INTERCESSION '87
Monday, January 5 — Friday, January 23
Registration now being taken.
More information and brochures available in
Founders Hall, Room 108, (619) 260-4800.

Family S t o n e is Best of 3 x 3 T e a m s
The 3x3 basketball tourney took to the
courts the Saturday before Thanksgiving
and provided more than its share of ex
citing basketball. There were three divi
sions of play: 5'11" and under, 6'2" and
under, and an open division.
The 5'11" and under division started
with 6 teams but unfortunately, two forget
where the gym was. This allowed all who
did show up to advance to the playoffs.
Neither semifinal game was close, with
Bruise Brothers beating the Jesse
Johnson Review, and the Hammer
Heads hammering A Case of the Runs.
In the finals it was the Hammer Heads
topping the Bruise Brothers 11-9,11-6.
The 6'2" and under division provided
some intense competition. In the first
round robin it was Family Stone com
pletely dominating their three opponents
with their closest game being 15-5. The
other three teams ended the first round at
1-2 and it was High and Mighty that ad
vanced to the playoff round on the basis
of better point differential.

In the other round robin it was the Sea
Men Shooters and San Diego Vice ad
vancing easily to the playoffs. The Sea
Men Shooters went as the top seed due
to a close 16-14 vicotry over San Diego
Vice.
The playoffs saw High and Mighty
pull off an 11-6, 11-9 upset over the Sea
Men Shooters, which left the team that
had only made the playoffs by virtue of
one basket in the finals. The other
semifinals was easily the best match up of
the afternoon. It ended up being a close
12-10, 11-8 victory for Family Stone over
a tough SD Vice team. In the finals,
Family Stone proved they were the best
team on the courts with an 11-9, 11-3 vic
tory over High and Mighty.
The open division only had one team
enter, Arties Homeboys. So to see who
went to the regional 3x3 tournament at
Long Beach, Family Stone went up
against Arties Homeboys. In this game,
it was all Family Stone as they beat a
cold Arties Homeboys 11-5, 11-2.

Midnight Riders Claim 5x5 Title
Some fast and furious 5x5 hoop action
hit the USD gym last Saturday in the an
nual intramural tournament.
In the first pool, Arties Homeboys II,
Blazed Again and the K.C. Lakers all
went 1-1. Perhaps the biggest surprise of
the day was Arties 44-33 win over the top
seeded Blazed Again. Most impressive
was the Arties accomplished this feat
with only four players. Rick Eason was
just a terror for Arties as he lit up the
scoreboard with 26 points and 18 re
bounds. Arties picked up a fifth player for
their second game and took a 29-19
halftime lead over the K.C. Lakers. The
Lakers battled back and eventually came
away with a 51-44 overtime victory. In the
final game of the pool, Blazed Again
bounced back and earned a playoff berth
while eliminating the K.C. Lakers 43-30.
In the other pool, Midnight Riders
and White Boys took ti rns beating on
White Lightning . In the first contest,
Midnight Riders opened up a 19 point
halftime lead, and although White
Lightning played a good second half,
Chris Kitzman's team still came away with
a 62-14 victory. The second game was not
as respectable as John Nagengast poured
in 26 points, Keith Gage added 21 points
and Jeff Lake put home 16 in the White
Boys 85-51 rout. In the final game of the
pool, the White Boys took advantage of
the absence of Lionel DeMorst and Bren-

iffi

dan Turney to defeat Midnight Riders
70-62. Both teams advanced to the semi
finals.
As it was throughout the tournament,
the first half of each semifinal was crucial.
Blazed Again overcame the balanced at
tack of the White Boys and advanced to
the finals 60-55. Mark Trafton led the
White Boys with 21 points while John
Wineland and Greg Moll showed the way
for Blazed Again with 22 and 13 points
respectively.
In the other semi-final, the Midnight
Riders took an easy 32-21 halftime lead
and then cruised to a 63-46 victory over a
now injury plagued Arties Homeboys II
. DeMorst had returned and Turney had
finally arrived and for all intents and pur
pose the tournament was over.
Both finalists were tired, but after all
there were T-shirts on the line. The game
was close for 20 minutes as the first half
was played at a slow pace. In the second
half, the Midnight Riders kicked it into
high gear and quickly expanded on their
21-15 lead. Even though they were staring
at iminent defeat, Blazed Again con
tinued to play clean and tried hard up un
til the final tick of the clock. Both teams,
as a matter of fact, displayed fine sport
smanship throughout. It was, as the 57-35
final score would indicate, the Midnight
Riders who displayed more basketball
prowess.
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NEW YORK PIZZA DEPARTMENT
ARRESTINGLY DELICIOUS.'®

FREE DELIVERY
ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS

296-0911

6110 FRIARS RD. at LAS CUMBRES

"Open Every Day Till Midnight"

